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Abstract
The TOPEX/Poseidon spacecraft was launched on August I0, 1992 to study the Earth's oceans.
To achieve maximum benefit from the affimetric data it is to collect, mission requirements
dictate that TOPEX/Poseidon's orbit must be computed at an unprecedented level of
accuracy. TO reach our pre-launch radial orbit accuracy goals, the mismodeling of the
radiative nonconservative forces of solar radiation, Earth albedo and infrared re-radiation, and
spacecraft thermal imbalances cannot produce in combination more than a 6 cm rms error
over a 10 day period. Similarly, the 10-clay drag modeling error cannot exceed 3 cm rms. In
order to satisfy these requirements, a 'box-wing" representation of the satellite has been
developed in which, the satellite is modelled as the combination of flat plates arranged in the
shape of a box and a connected solar array. The radiative/thermal nonconservative forces
acting on each of the eight surfaces are computed independently, yielding vector
accelerations which are summed to compute the total aggregate effect on the satellite
center-of-mass. Select parameters associated with the fiat plates are adjusted to obtain a
better representation of the satellite acceleration history. This study analyzes the estimation
of these parameters from simulated TOPEX/Poseidon laser data In the presence of both
nonconservative and gravity model errors. A 'best choice' of estimated parameters is derived
and the ability to meet mission requirements with the "box-wing' model evaluated.
IHughes ST)(, Lanham, Maryland
2NASA Godclard Space Flight Center, Space Geodesy Branch, Greenbeff, Maryland
INTRODUCTION
Mission/Science Overview
The Ocean TOPography EXperiment/Poseidon Mission (T/P), is a joint venture
between the U.S.'s National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
the French Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES). T/P was launched on
August 10, 1992 aboard the European Space Agency's Ariane launch vehicle.
The TOPEX/Poseidon spacecraft is equipped with two radar altimeters (1 US, and
1 French), which measure the ocean surface topography. Radar altimeters
measure the height of a satellite above the ocean surface yielding a continuous
observation of the sub-satellite sea surface height within a geocentric reference
frame. After accounting for both the geoid height and Earth/ocean tides, a
measure of the ocean's dynamic topography is obtained. Knowledge of the
dynamic topography is very important for monitoring the surface geostrophic
currents and the ocean's thermal response which drive global weather patterns
and their changes. Understanding the ocean-climate interaction, phenomena
such as the El Nino, and monitoring possible mean sea level rise due to global
warming are part of the scientific objectives of the T/P Mission.
Precision Orbit Determination
The T/P spacecraft orbits the Earth at an altitude of 1336 kin, inclination of 660 and
with nearly zero eccentricHy. The period of the orbit is 1.87 hours and its
groundtrace repeats every 10 days to within +/- 1 km in a "frozen" orbit. Since the
orbit of T/P provides the absolute reference frame for the altimeter measurements,
any error in determining the satellite's position will affect the direct measure of sea
surface height. In order to obtain measurements of dynamic topography to the
degree of accuracy that is required for several core oceanographic
investigations, 13 cm RMS radial orbit accuracy over contiguous 10 day periods
with less than 5 cm RMS geographically correlated error is sought [Stewart et aL,
1986]. Orbit determination of this accuracy presents many challenges for it has
never before been achieved for a satellite at T/P's altitude.
Until recently, gravity field mismodeling was the major source of error In precise
orbit definition. However, with improvements in these models through the support
of the TOPEX Project, geopotential error has been considerably reduced (Marsh
etaL, 1990; Lerch etal., 1992). Accurate modeling of the nonconservative forces
on T/P has become a significant concern [Ries et aL, 1992]. To achieve the T/P
radial orbit modeling goals, it is no longer prudent to ignore the rotating, attitude
controlled, geometrically complex shape of T/P. Given the former dominating
nature of geopotential errors and the lower altitudes of former altimeter missions,
it has been common to represent these satellites as symmetrically perfect and
rotationally invariant spheres (i.e. so-called "cannonball" models; cf. Haines et aL,
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1990) in the evaluation of surface forces. When using this computationally simple
model, empirical acceleration-scaling parameters were adjusted to achieve
good quality orbit accuracies. These empirical terms were nominally of three
types. First, in the cannonball representation, the area-to-mass is assumed
invariant. Therefore, C o and C_, which act as scaling factors on the drag and
solar radiation accelerations respectively, are adjusted to assure the proper
estimation of the mean semi-major axis in the orbital state solution over the entire
orbit, or for shorter prescribed intervals. Furthermore, 1 cycle-per-revolution (lCPR)
empirical accelerations have recently been added to the arsenal of empirical
parameters used to accommodate the mismodeling of these non-conservative
forces. The terms are especially effective in reducing orbit error in circumstances
where the drag effect is large and piecewise discontinuous C D terms cannot
adequately address the systematic errors in the atmospheric density modeling
within each orbital revolution. These 1 CPR acceleration terms are normally
adjusted as aggregate values within the orbit solution.
Atmospheric drag is of considerably less concern at TOPEX/Poseidon's altitude.
It is suspected that since a "cannonball" modeling approach neglects T/P's
complex projected area and surface properties, the long wavelength ocean
topography features can be aliased into the recovered empirical terms. It is
therefore desirable to minimize general radiation pressure scaling parameters
when modeling the radiation forces acting on T/P. Therefore, additional analysis
of the T/P nonconservative forces has been undertaken and resultant source-
specific parameters have been assessed.
Antreasian [1992] performed a detailed 310-node finite element analysis of the
spacecraft to produce acceleration histories for each of the radiative forces
(solar radiation, Earth albedo/IR, and thermal imbalance). These complex
acceleration histories, known as "micro-models", were adopted for analysis.
Marshall et al. [1991] developed a less computationally intensive model suitable
for use in precision orbit determination. This "box-wing" or "macro-model"
represents the satellite as the combination of fiat plates arranged in the shape of
a box and a connected solar array which follow the T/P nominal attitude control
laws. The nonconservative forces acting on each of the eight surfaces are
computed independently, yielding vector accelerations which are summed to
compute the total aggregate effect on the satellite center-of-mass. Composite
parameters associated with each plate needed for this model have been
obtained through least square fits to the micro-models. The tracking data
acquired on T/P will be used to further improve these parameters. The optimal
design of solutions for these plate-specific parameters is the focus of this study.
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'Box-Win.q" Macro-Model of the TOPEX/Poseidon Spacecraft
Figure 1 shows the "box-wing" representation of the TOPEX/Poseidon spacecraft,
There are eight fiat plates used in the approximation consisting of 6 for the box
and 1 each for the front and back of the solar array. In the following discussions
the Individual plates comprising the macro-model will be identified by their body
fixed direction. For example, X- represents the box plate whose normal is directed
outward from the spacecraft along the X- axis and SA+ represents the solar array
cell side (see Marshall et al., [1991] for a complete description of the "macro-
model"). The following list describes the parameters associated with each plate
in the macro-model:
Area
Specular Reflectivity
Diffuse Reflectivity
Emissivity
Cold Equilibrium Temperature
Temperature Differential between Hot & Cold Equilibrium Temp.
Exponential Decay Time for Panel Cooling
Exponential Decay Time for Panel Heating
Temperature/Satellite Rotation Scale Factor
The pertinent acceleration equations can be found in Appendix A. Values for the
above were computed by fitting each force (solar, thermal imbalance, Earth
albedo and IR) to the micro-model accelerations yielding the a priori values listed
in Marshall et aL, [1992]. Thus, when a parameter is held fixed within an orbit
solution, it is this a priori value which is used.
The sun-Earth-T/P orbit geometry can be represented using two parameters. _"
refers to the angle between the sun vector and the orbit plane as shown in Figure
2. The T/P attitude control "laws" change from sinusoidal to fixed yaw over certain
regimes of _'. The orbit angle _ is measured from the inertial coordinate system
Y0-axis. A detailed description of the TOPEX/Poseidon Yaw-steering attitude
control as a function of 13"and _ is also given in Marshall et al., 1991.
Initial Simulations
After the "macro" model was implemented into the GEODYN precision orbit
determination software package at NASA/GSFC (Putney et al., 1991], a study was
initiated to validate this model. A brief summary of the methodology and results
of this investigation is presented here for it forms the basis of subsequent analyses.
A more detailed discussion can be found in Marshall et al., 1992.
i
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The micro-model acceleration histories, being the product of a 310-node finite
element analysis, were adopted as a "truth" model. GEODYN was modified to
ingest the micro-model acceleration histories and apply the appropriate value for
each of the forces at every integration step (using a bilinear interpolation over _'
and _). For the initial study satellite cartesian position and velocity data (so
called "Precise Cartesian Element "- PCE) was simulated using the micro-models.
The simulated data covered a 10 day arc that spanned the 13"region of 10° to
39 °. This arc was chosen for it spans the complex fixed yaw to sinusoidal yaw
transition regime. A 30 second integration step size was used for all simulations
and the data generation interval was 180 seconds. This data was then used as
input into a second GEODYN run which used the "box-wing" concept to model
the non-conservative forces acting on T/P. The resulting residuals represent the
macro-model's error in reproducing the micro-model. This simulation was used to
gauge the anticipated modeling errors with their temporal characteristics that will
likely be observed when processing actual T/P data.
Each of the individual radiative forces (solar radiation, thermal imbalance, Earth
albedo and IR) were considered separately. Only the orbit state, and a single
drag and solar radiation pressure coefficient were adjusted over the 10 day arc
interval. The radial rms orbit error was computed from the residuals of the macro-
model orbit fit to the micro-model PCE data. Table 1 gives the modelability and
error analysis summary. It shows that with no adjustment of the macro-model
surface specific parameters and a minimal adjusted parameter set, the individual
macro-model errors each meet the 6 cm radial rms mission requirement.
However, when the combined contribution of all the radiative forces was
considered the radial rms orbit error rose to 7.0 cm.
Although initially useful in gaining insight into the characteristics of the anticipated
T/P orbit errors, this study has four major deficiencies. First, simulated PCE data
provides continuous three dimensional satellite positioning which is unavailable
from the mission baseline laser tracking. Therefore, the simulation did not address
the sparse temporal distribution and geometry provided by laser tracking. The
tracking data provided by the laser network must be capable of meeting Mission
requirements and "tuning" the macro-models. Second, only the _' region of 10°
to 39 ° was investigated. Acceleration characteristics show significant variation
over the 0 ° to 88 ° _" regime with changes in the spacecraft attitude control
algorithms and Sun-orbit plane geometry. The negative 13"regions are assumed
to be symmetric to their positive counterparts and, therefore, no micro-model
acceleration histories exist for this region. Third, none of the T/P "box-wing" specific
parameters were used in the adjustments. Thus improved model parameter
recovery needs to be addressed. Finally, the radiative/thermal surface force
model was not examined in the presence of other orbit error sources such as drag
and/or the geopotential.
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RADIATIVE FORCE MODEL ERRORS
Laser Data Simulations
In order to address the above shortcomings, a second investigation was initiated.
This study used simulated data that represents a nominal T/P laser tracking
scenario. Orbit errors for four separate 10 day arcs that represent _" regions
between 0 ° and 88 ° were investigated. Macro-model radial orbit errors were
quantified using two different parameter adjustment strategies to fit the simulated
data generated using the micro-models. The first approach used no a priori
constraints on the adjusted subset of macro-model parameters when fitting the
simulated laser data over all _" regions. The second approach allowed all of the
"box-wing" parameters (except temperature parameters) to adjust with a set of
realistic a priori constraints. Finally, orbit errors induced from the mismodeling of
the radiative, drag, and gravity forces acting in combination were considered.
Through these simulations, our understanding of the "box-wing" parameter
recovery and correlations has been greatly improved.
Data for this investigation was simulated for four 10 day arcs using the baseline
station configuration and tracking scenario as described in the Crustal Dynamics
Satellite Laser Ranging Network Topex/Poseidon Laser Network Support Plan
[Murdoch and Decker, 1989] and shown in Table 2. Stations in baseline network
will be staffed with two 8 hour/5 day per week shifts. The first shift will track T/P as
its top priority while the second shift will assign it a somewhat lower priority, in
order to account for some of the data losses due to weather and down time, we
assume that the first shift will obtain 40% of the possible passes while the second
shift obtains 20%. The two days at 20% tracking attempt to address the expected
decrease in tracking during the weekend. It is important to note that not all of
the complexity of an actual Topex tracking scenario is represented in this
simulation schedule. For example, we assumed that all stations staff and stop
their tracking at the same time and no station time zones were used. Priority shifts
do not overlap and start consecutively for all stations. This scenario generates an
average of 190 passes per 10 day arc which is a reasonable quantity of data as
confirmed now that actual laser tracking of T/P has commenced.
Parameter Recoverability and Separability
In order to investigate "box-wing" parameter performance and characteristics,
many simulations with various combinations of adjusted "box-wing" parameters
were made. It should be noted that in all of the simulations in this analysis the
initial orbit state is always adjusted together with the specified parameters being
investigated. All of the temperature related parameters used in the thermal
imbalance acceleration model were held fixed during testing. Initial simulations
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demonstrated that these parameters are poorly determined if adjusted. The
partials of thermal imbalance acceleration are a function of the third power of
temperature and are highly non-linear. Thus the temperature parameters are
highly dependent on a priori information. Also, the thermal imbalance is a
function of the temperature gradient between surfaces rather than a single
plate's temperature. Laser tracking data tends to have significant gaps in
coverage and the weak temperature change signal associated with any one
plate is not resolved.
As described previously, the simulations fit a macro-model parameterized orbit to
micro-model simulated laser tracking data for four 10 day arcs that span the
following 13"regions: 0 ° to 29% 10° to 39°, 39 ° to 68 ° , 67 ° to 88 °. The first approach
used (a) the solution variances, (b) the correlation between adjusted parameters,
and (c) a parameter's relative impact on the data fit; as criteria to define the
minimum set of freely adjusting macro-model parameters that best reduced the
radiative force mismodeling residuals over the complete range of _" values.
Again, these simulations are done in computations supported exclusively by
simulated laser tracking. This parameter set is termed the "free adjustment set";
to reiterate, this parameter set is used to best fit data over all _' regions.
This new set of simulations clearly demonstrated the capabilities and limits of
macro-model parameter recoverability and separability. Certain terms were
highly correlated in all _" regions. For example, emissivities on opposite faces are
always highly correlated because their dynamic partial derivatives differ by only
a multiplicative factor, namely the negative of the temperature gradient. Also,
there is no specific geometry or visibility dependence to help separate these
parameters. The SA+ diffuse reflectivity, SA+ specular reflectivity, and the SA+
area are also correlated since the solar array normal vector is always nearly
parallel to the solar incidence vector. Consequently, the dynamic partials of
these parameters only differ by a multiplicative factor.
A main factor in the parameter estimability is the varying spacecraft attitude
[Zimbelman, 1989]. Therefore, parameter recovery and its effect on the reduction
of the orbit error is a function of _" and it is extremely difficult to derive a single set
of parameters which behave well in all regions. The SA+ reflectivities [diffuse and
specular) and SA+ emissivity can be separated in the low _" region due to the
occultation/visibility dependence of the SA+ specular reflectivity. However, at
_'>56 ° the visibility dependence is eliminated as the spacecraft is no longer
occulted by the Earth and it becomes much harder to separate the two terms
since both directly scale the forces acting in a direction normal to the solar array.
Similarly, all area parameters have separability and visibility problems in some _"
region. For example, in high _" regions the X- area is correlated with the X-
specular, X- diffuse, SA+ specular, SA+ diffuse, SA+ emissivity, and SA+ area,
because they are all pointing in the same sun pointing direction. The X+
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parameters are not very observable since there is no solar visibility above 13'of 15°
and the exposure to earth radiation pressure is minimal and decreases as I_"
increases. The Zodiffuse reflectivity is correlated with the Z- specular reflectivity in
the low 13"region where they both contribute to accelerations that have strong
signals in the solar pointing direction . Because of the near uniform earth
radiation pressure at low 13"(full illumination of visible earth - no occultation offset)
the Z+ diffuse and Z+ specular reflectivity parameters are hard to separate in this
low 13'region. The Y- plate has some solar visibility in all _" regions, and its diffuse
reflectivity parameter can be recovered. Above _" of 15° the Y+ plate is solar
visible, and in this region the specular reflectivity for this plate is well determined.
The Y plates have a very strong solar visibility variation over all 13" regions. This
helps to separate specular and diffuse reflectivities, and emissivities in all _"
regions. However, as we shall see later, emissivity parameters for the Y plates are
highly correlated with C o (drag coefficients) in the high 13"regions where the Y
plates are predominantly facing in the along track direction. This summary gives
a flavor of the lessons learned in deriving the following flee-adjustment parameter
set:
I) SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY _ X-, Y+, Z+, Z-, SA-
2) DIFFUSE REFLECTIVITY • Y-, SA+
3) EMISSIVITY • X-, Y+, SA+
This is not to say that the free-adjustment parameter set is perfect. When these
parameters are allowed to adjust freely some of the recovered values are not
physically realistic (ie. specular reflectivity values or emissivity values greater than
one). This indicates that the flee-adjustment subset is soaking up additional errors
not directly related to the adjusted parameters. Additionally, minor separability
problems still exist but were tolerated because of the parameter's ability to
improve the fit to the simulated data. For example, the SA+ diffuse reflectivity
and SA+ emissivity above 13"of 56 ° are both nearly pointing in the Sun incidence
direction without any visibility separation. Therefore, with a small amount of
tracking data these _wo parameters may not be separated. These separability
problems can be rectified by either producing a parameter subset for each 13'
region or by eliminating some of the parameters at some cost to the orbit
performance.
The second approach was to use a "realistic" set of constraints and allow all of the
non-temperature parameters to adjust. The constrained parameter set is:
I) SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY
2) DIFFUSE REFLECTIVITY
3) EMISSIVITY
4) AREA
X+,X-,Y+,Y-,Z+,Z-,SA+,SA-
_,X+,X-,Y+,Y-,Z+,Zo,SA+,SA-
X+,X-,Y+,Y-,Z+,Z-,SA+,SA-
• X+,X-,Y+,Y-,Z+,Z-,SA+,SA-
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The constraints represent an attempt to quantify the parameter maximum error
bounds that can be expected on orbit. The area constraints selected were 0.5
meters for the box and O.1 meters for the solar array front and back. The
standard deviation (0.3) of the beginning of life (BOL) and end of life (EOL)
material properties for the major materials on the box served to define the error
bounds for the specular and diffuse reflectivity of the box plates. The behavior
of the solar array materials is relatively well known and a pessimistic estimate of
the difference (0.1) between BOL and EOL values was used to constrain the solar
array front and back diffuse and specular reflectivities. Material tests indicate
that emissivity values do not vary significantly over the mission lifetime but the error
bounds were set at O.1 to help accommodate errors in the computation of the
temperature gradient. Information on material properties was obtained from
O'Donnel and Whiff [1992] and O'Donnel et ai. [1991]. Simulations were made
fitting the aforementioned constrained set of macro-model parameters to the
micro-model simulated laser data as before. The benefit of this approach is that
it breaks correlations and gives physically realistic parameter solutions. The
danger here is that the data's ability to specify the parameter value is restricted
and, instead, the a priori information makes a significant contribution to least
squares orbit fit.
Results
The results of these simulations are tabulated in Tables 3 and 4. The free-adjusting
parameter set produces better fits to the simulated data as compared to the
constrained set of parameters. Evidently, the parameters constraints are
restrictive enough to prohibit the adjustment required to absorb the entire error
signal. Most importantly, however, both approaches produce radial orbit error well
under the 6 cm mission requirement. Marshafl et aL [1992] demonstrated that
without any "box-wing" parameter adjustment, the radial acceleration residuals
were highest in the low _" regime and the cross track modeling was poor in the
high _" region. The constrained parameter set follows this radial trend because
the solar array parameters are over-constrained. The opposite is true for the free-
adjustment parameter set which produces its best radial fit in the low 13'regions
and a good fit to the cross track signal for the high _" region.
The 0 ° to 29_ 13'regions radial fit is slightly worse than the 10° to 39 _ 13"region due
to the fact that radial and along track acceleration residuals are highest in the
0 ° to 29 _ region. In low 13"the sun incidence vector and, therefore, the solar array
are aligned predominantly in the radial direction. The strong solar array
parameters and the Z plate terms do an excellent job of accommodating the
radial error signal in this region.
As the orbit moves to higher 13'regions, the solar array tends to align with the cross
track direction and, as a result, the cross track fit remains stable even though the
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actual acceleration increases dramatically. The exception to this trend falls in the
_" region of 39_ to 68°. Thiscan be attributed to the large acceleration residual
spikes occurring at a 43"of 56° where T/P moves into a full sunlight orbit [Marshall
et al., 1992]. These spikes are an artifact due to differences in the occultation
boundary definition between the macro and micro-models as well as the
instantaneous, and in some cases discontinuous, transitions between plate
temperature algorithms in the macro-model. Reduction of these residual spikes
through parameter adjustment is difficult.
Finally, for completeness, an additional simulation using 100% visibility for the
simulated laser tracking was made. The results of this simulation is shown in Table
3 and demonstrate that, as expected, improved data coverage will significantly
improve the modelability of all of the non-conservative radiative forces. The
DORIS and GPS tracking systems aboard T/P offer tracking coverage which is
similar in character to this simulated data set [Dorrer, 1990, Melbourne and Davis,
1987].
In the set of simulation described to this point, the force model error which was
examined is attributable to the differences between the macro and micro-model
acceleration histories. Since the results are based on the assumption that the
micro-models represent truth, it is important to investigate the performance of the
above parameteri7ations in the presence of other plausible descriptions of
radiative errors. To this end, macro-model parameter values were perturbed in
a Monte-Carlo manner by amounts equivalent to the error bounds previously
discussed to produce two additional "clone" error models. A third error model was
created through similar perturbations so as to create the maximum net
accelerations, and thus maximum errors, in a particular direction. Only two of the
_" regimes were evaluated when fitting the macro-model parameterizations to
simulated nominal laser data created using these error models. As shown in Table
4, the resulting orbit errors are much smaller than those obtained by fitting the
micro-model simulated data. The explanation lies in the fact that these "clone"
error models are based on homogeneous plate characteristics. In reality, as in
the micro-models, each plate is made up of assorted materials which all have
different surface properties. It is, therefore, expected that the macro-model
would better mimic the characteristics of the "clone" models. Note that, as
expected, the "clone" error model with the maximum accelerations shows the
poorest fit performance. These error models use very pessimistic error bounds.
RADIATIVE FORCE MODEL and ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODEL ERRORS
To continue the examination of the "box-wing" model's interaction with other error
sources, a drag error was introduced into the error model. The "box-wing" model
includes the capability to accurately compute the spacecraft projected area in
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the velocity direction for any attitude configuration. Therefore, for this
investigation, the computation of atmospheric density itself was considered the
major error source. Laser tracking data was again simulated using the micro-
model radiative acceleration histories and the DTM atmospheric density model,
which uses 3-houdy geomagnetic activity indices (Barrier et al., 1978). This
simulated data was then fit using the earlier Jacchia 1971 (J71) model which is
driven by daily geomagnetic activity values (Jacchia 1971]. The differences in the
density models and, specifically the differences in the geomagnetic activity
resolution, produce significant errors that can be representative of an actual
density computation error (Ries et aL, 1992).
In order to accommodate the atmospheric density error a drag coefficient (CD)-
per-day was adjusted. Additionally, the "free-adjustment" subset of macro-model
parameters was further reduced to include only the strongest parameters and to
eliminate previously discussed separability problems and those associated with the
C D terms. A solar radiation pressure coefficient (C R) was not adjusted since it is
highly correlated with the SA+ specular reflectivity. The reduced set of macro-
model parameters allowed to freely adjust in this analysis were as follows:
I) SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY
2) EMISSIVITY
, Y+, SA+, SA-
,. X-, SA+
Additional simulations using more traditional parameterizations were also
conducted for completeness. Specifically, the macro-model terms were held
fixed during the adjustment of C_>-per-day, C_-per-arc, and l CPR alongtrack
acceleration parameters. This same adjustment set was used with a cannonball
representation of the spacecraft. Model performance was evaluated only in the
low 13"regime for these cases.
Results
The results of this analysis are documented in Table 5. The first point to stress is
that, even with the additional error source, the macro-model still meets, and even
exceeds, mission requirements. Notice that the radial orbit error trend in 13"has
reversed from the radiative error only simulation, The poor performance in the low
13"region is attributed to the elimination of the Z+ and Z- specular reflectivity and
the SA+ diffuse reflectivity adjustments. The SA+ specular, rather than diffuse,
reflectivity was chosen to avoid separability problems with the SA+ emissivity term
at high 13". Also, the Y+ emissivity is a very strong parameter for absorbing thermal
imbalance errors. However, this term is highly correlated with the C D parameters
in the high 13"regime, where the Y+ plate normal is aligned predominantly in the
along track direction. The Y+ specular reflectivity exhibits similar correlation
behavior. However, because of its powerful effect on the fits, this term was
partially constrained rather than eliminated from the adjustment subset. As
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before, the along track error is largest in the low 13"region where the radiative
macro-micro along track acceleration residuals have traditionally been the
largest. Without the adjustment of the Y- diffuse reflectivity and the Y+ emissivity
parameters, the cross track error becomes significantly worse in the low 9" regions
compared to the previous analysis. However, this trend reverses with increasing
13"as the Y plate normals rotate into the along track direction and the solar array,
and its strong parameters, assume a cross track orientation.
When a lCPR alongtrack acceleration term was added to the adjusted
parameter set, all three components of the orbit error were reduced, as
expected. This empirical parameter is designed specifically to absorb any signal
at the orbital frequency. Finally, the box-wing parameters were removed from the
adjusted parameter set and a CR-per-arc term was added. This group of terms
was applied to both a simple cannonball and box-wing satellite representation.
Both runs showed an approximate 50% improvement in the radial orbit error over
the box-wing representation with the macro-model specific parameter
adjustment. This would suggest that it is better to hold the box-wing model fixed
and adjust for these empirical terms rather than recovering box-wing parameters.
However, the recovered C D values exhibited large variations when using the
cannonball and l CPR parameterization, indicating that they were absorbing
much of the radiative force modeling error as well as the drag error. Using the
reduced flee-adjustment macro-model parameter set, the C D values remained
roughly constant over each day's and arc's solution. As intended, the drag
coefficients now act as overall scale factors of the total drag acceleration, rather
than "sponges" absorbing solar, thermal and Earth albedo/IR mismodeling and the
error in the projected area and density models. The empirical terms, especially,
the alongtrack lCPR, will absorb any signal with the appropriate characteristics;
given the systematic distribution of the tracking sites geographically, long
wavelength orbit aliasing can result from the use of the lCPR terms due to
favoring certain geographic regions at the expense of those providing less
tracking in the recovery of these terms.
The macro-model parameterization attempts to model the actual physical
radiative force error sources and is far more source-specific. This is especially
important during the first six months of the TOPEX/Poseidon mission when the
gravity field will be "tuned" through the inclusion of T/P tracking data into the
solution. Furthermore, as we shall see in the following simulations, when a set of
macro-model parameters is chosen for a specific 13"region the performance is
better than the 1CPR parameterization.
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RADIATIVE FORCE MODEL, ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODEL, and
GRAVITY MODEL ERRORS
In this section the performance of the macro-model and the previously derived
free-adjustment macro-model parameterization is evaluated in the presence of
radiative force, atmospheric density, and gravity model errors. The spectral
characteristics of the orbit error are analyzed to investigate the correlation of the
non-conservative force models on the gravity signal. Both the macro-model and
the gravity model will be tuned to reflect actual TOPEX/Poseidon spacecraft
performance during the first six months of the mission. Therefore, it is crucial that
aliasing between models be kept at a minimum. For the following simulations
gravity error was produced by simulating a nominal T/P laser tracking scenario
using the GEM-T2 gravity field [Marsh et aL, 1989]. These data were orbitally
reduced using the GEMT2C 1 clone. The GEMT2C 1 clone represents a gravity field
that is one standard deviation away from GEM-T2 in harmonic space [Nerern et
al., 1992]. Drag and radiative force errors, as described previously, were also
added.
Results
The results of this analysis are documented in Table 6 and Figures 3 through 14.
In order to gauge the amplitude and characteristics of the gravity error signal, the
first simulation only applied the gravity error and adjusted only the orbit initial
state. Figure 3 shows the spectral characteristics of the 10 day arc radial orbit
error time series for gravity error only. Note that it is dominated by a 1CPR error
signal. The second and third simulations added atmospheric density error (DTM-
J71) and radiative force modelling error (macro-micro) as described previously.
The initial state, CD-per-day, and the reduced free-adjustment set of macro-model
parameters were allowed to adjust for the second simulation. The radial orbit
error documented in Table 6 for this case demonstrates the macro-model
parameterization will meet the 13.7 cm radial orbit error mission requirements in
the presence of radiative force, drag, and gravity errors [Stewart et al., 1986]. In
fact the use of the now outdated GEM-T2 gives an upper bound for the error
magnitude and significant improvement is expected with the use of now
available models and those available after T/P data tuning. Figure 4 presents the
spectral characteristics of the radial orbit error time series for this case and Figure
5 displays the difference between Figures 3 and 4. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
macro-model parameteri7ation predominantly affects the once-per-rev radial
orbit error signal, reducing its magnitude by 14 cm. The rest of the gravity signal
structure is preserved.
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In the third simulation, the initial state, Co-per-day, C_-per-arc, and a 1CPRalong
track general acceleration in conjunction with a cannonball satellite
representation rather than a "box-wing" model are used. The spectral
characteristics of the radial orbit error for this parameterization isshown in Figures
6 and 7. Again, it is the lCPR signal that has been predominantly effected, but
in this case the parameterization has absorbed nearly 90% of the original gravity
error signal. Table 6 indicates that this parameterization yields a smaller radial
orbit error than the macro-model case above, but has a much larger total orbit
error due to the large along track error. However, the fit to the laser tracking is
better than the fit using the macro-model parameterization even though the orbit
is much worse.
The reason for the strange situation above is the lCPR along track acceleration,
Co-per-day, and CR-per-arc parameter'_ation can result in poor, relatively
unconstrained orbit adjustments during intervals where there is little tracking to
properly determine the appropriate CD. Figures 8 through 11show no anomalous
signatures in the radial and cross track orbit error time series. Figure 13shows the
large along track orbit error at the beginning of the 10day arc. From figure 14
it is obvious to see that this large along track orbit error is due to the sparse
tracking data on the first day of the 10 day arc. In this type of parameterization
the Co's are "soaking up" the 13"modulation of the radiative force model errors,
particularly solar radiation pressure. Without sufficient daily data to resolve a
particular C O the orbit determination is quite poor. However, the macro-model
parameters, which are determined on an arc basis, inherently have the J3"
modulation of the radiative force model accelerations. Since the macro-model
parameters are determined on an arc basis there is sufficient data to properly
determine these parameters. This simulation stresses the fact that it is much better
to model the actual physics of the problem rather than using empirical "soak up*
parameters.
Two simulations with sufficient data in the first day of the 10 day arc were made.
The results of these simulations are documented in Table 6. The additional data
on the first day provides for the proper solution of the first C D and therefore a
much better along track fit when using the lCPR along track, Co-per-day, and C R-
per-arc parameterization. The results for the macro-model parameterization do
not significantly change. Radial orbit error spectral characteristics are virtually the
same as in the previous simulations.
Based upon the last two simulations it might be tempting to think that with a
sufficient daily distribution of the tracking data the l CPR parameterization
performs better than the macro-model parameterization. This comparison requires
qualification since the macro-model parameterization was chosen for
performance in all 13' regions and is not specific for the low _" region being
studied. A simulation was made and an optimal set of freely adjusting macro-
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model parameters was derived for 13"= 0 ° to 29 °. The results are tabulated in
Table 6 and show the macro-model parameterization gives the smallest orbit error.
The optimal set of freely-adjusting macro-model parameters for this low 13"region
are:
I) SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY
2) DIFFUSE REFLECTIVITY
3) EMISSIVITY
Y-, Z-, SA-
• Y-, SA+
• Y+, SA+
For completeness the results of several simulations stepping through the addition
of various parameterizations, are given in Table 7. Also, results from a simulation
using the constrained set of macro-model parameters is shown in Table 7. Again
the constrained set does not perform as well as the free-adjusting set. A proper
tuning of constraints perhaps would yield better results.
Conclusion
An extensive pre-launch parameter performance evaluation of the
TOPEX/Poseidon spacecraft "box-wing* non-conservative force modeling has
been made. Model performance and parameter performance have been
evaluated in terms of orbit error using both ideal spacecraft position data
(globally distributed) and a realistic decimated laser tracking scenario. Radiative
force, drag, and gravity model error sources have all been considered. An
optimal free-adjusting parameter set valid for all 13"regions has been derived. In
all simulations, macro-model performance has met and often exceeded precision
orbit determination error requirements.
Cannonball spacecraft representations adjusting empirical 1CPR terms were also
analyzed. These models yield small orbit errors but have been shown to suffer
from modeling problems when the daily distribution of tracking data is poor. It
has been shown that this type of parameterization is not advisable since one may
obtain a good fit to the laser tracking data but have serious orbit error problems.
Additionally, it has been shown for macro-model parameteri7ation derived for a
specific _" the radial orbit error is smaller than the cannonball alternative. It was
extremely difficult to find one parameter set that behaved satisfactorily in all
regimes. Thus, the macro-model not only is modeling the actual physical forces
on the spacecraft but has been shown to be the superior performer. Finally, the
addition of DORIS tracking data and its global coverage will have significant and
positive impact on orbit determination and parameter recovery.
A pre-launch macro-model parameterization has been derived and proposed for
initial mission precision orbit determination. However, this pre-launch performance
15
evaluation is based on simulations and real time performance maybe quite
different. In the latter case this work will serve as a basis of comparison and
information in order to make on-orbit decisions about optimal macro-model
parameterization and tuning.
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Figure 1. (a) The TOPEX/Poseidon Spacecraft, (b) Micro-Model
Approximation,(c) Macro-Model Approximation
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Figure 2. TOPEX/Poseidon Inertial Coordinate System (Perrygo, 1987)
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Table I. Modelabilily and Error Analysls Summary
[Marshall et aL, 1992]
RMS of Micro
Model Force for B"
of 0° to 88°and
Orbit Angle of 0°
to 360 °
RMS of Macro-
Micro Model
Residuals
RMS Radial 10 Day
Orbit Error
FORCE
Solar Alongtrack 3.2x10_ M/S 2 4.3xI0"_M/S 2
Solar Crosstrack 4.5x104 M/S 2 4.3x104 M/S 2
Solar Radial 2.7xI0_ MI$ 2 4.9xI0_ MIS 2
Total Radial Orbit Errorfor 10 Day Arc --> 5.I cm
Albedo Alongtrack 6.Ix10"1°MIS 2 2.3xI01° MIS 2
Albedo Crosstrack 8.3xI0I° M/S _ 3.3xI[71°M/S _
Albedo Radial 4.6x10 _ M/S 2 2.4x10 -1° M/S 2
Total Radial Orbit Error for 10 Day Arc -_ 2.1 cm
IR Along/rack
IR Crosstrack
IR Radial
6.Ixi0I° MIS 2
7.4xI[71°M/S 2
5.6xI0_ MIS 2
5.4x10 "1°M/S 2
5.3x 1[71o MIS 2
5.4x 1[71o M/S 2
Total Radial Orbit Error for 10 Day Arc _ 2.2 cm
Thermal Alongtrack 2.0x10_ M/S 2 1.0xI0_ M/S 2
Thermal Crosstrack 3.6xI0 _ M/S 2 5.9x 101° M/S 2
Thermal Radial 1.6x 10"_ M/S 2 5.5x 1(7_° M/S 2
Total Radial Orbit Error for 10 Day Arc -_ 5.2 cm
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Table 2. Baseline Laser Station Configuration and Tracking Schedule
1) MOBLAS-4
2) MOBLAS-5
3) MOBLAS-7
4) MOBLAS-8
5) TLRS
6) TLRS
7) MLRS
8) HOLLAS
9) MOBLAS-2
10) SAO-1
11) Wettzell
12) RGO
13) Shanghai
14) Simosato
15) Orroral
Monument Peak, CA
Yarragadee, Australia
Greenbelt, MD
Quincy, CA
Cerro Tololo, Chile
Easter Island. Chile
Fort Davis, TX
Haleakala, HI
Bar Giyyora, Israel
Mofera, ffah/
Wettzell, Federal Republic of Germany
Herstmonceux, Great Britain
Shanghai, Peoples Republic of China
Simosoto, Japan
Orroral Valley, Australia
Shift
(8 hrs)
Ist
2nd
DAY
I
X
2
X
r,
3 4 5
X X X
X X X
6 7
X X
8 9 10
I
X X X
X
Tracking
Obtained
40%
20%
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Figure 5. Residuals of Gravity Error Spectrum and Gravity + Drag
+ MACRO-MICRO Spectrum (Difference Between Figure 4 & Figure 3)
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Figure 9. Radial Orbit Error Using Cannonball and Once-Per-Rev Parameterization
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Figure 11. Cross Track Orbit Error Using Cannonball and Once-Per-Rev Parameterization
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Figure 13. Along Track Orbit Error Using Cannonball and Once-Per-Rev Parameterization
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Figure 14. Laser Range Residuals Using Cannonball and Once-Per-Rev Parameterization
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Appendix A. "Box-Wing" Acceleration Equations
Solar and Earth Radiation
The radiation pressure acting on a fiat plate can be computed using the following
equation [Milani et al., 1987], assuming a Lambertian diffusion,
_= GAc°se[2(8/3+pcose)_r÷(1-p)=l
M'C .....
where
A -=
e
G =
n ---
s ---
F-
M =
C =
radiation pressure acceieration on the fiat plate
surface area of the fiat plate
angle between surface normal and Sun source vectors
radiation flux from source
surface normal vector
source incidence vector
specular reflectivi_/ (% of total incoming radiation)
diffusive reflectivity (% of total incoming radiation)
satellite mass
speed of light
The albedo and infrared accelerations use a similar acceleration equation as the
solar radiation. However, the flux magnitude is different. Also, the source vector
is the Earth grid spot-to-satellite vector rather than the solar incidence vector. The
spot definition and location are defined by Knocke eta/., [1988]. Note that this
model is not self-shadowing. The total albedo/infrared acceleration can be
expressed as:
_=__ _ G_ _+(1-p_-_1
I Mc
where i
J
n
= plate of interest
Earth spot of interest
--- total number of plates
Spacecraft Radiation
The force exerted on a surface due to thermal emission, assuming a Lambertian
diffusion function, can be expressed as:
_=_ 240eT'K
3¢
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where
E
A
T
C
n
= emissivity
_ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67E-08 W/m2/K d)
--- surface area
--. temperature (Kelvin)
speed of light (m/s)
x surface normal vector
and while in sunlight
and while in shadow as
where
and
a _--
C --
d -=
f _=
X
t_ -_
t2
$! --
s2 ---
e =
e_ d -
esut_ i
cold equilibrium surface temperature
delta temp. between cold and hot equilibrium
transition time from hot to cold equilibrium temp.
transition time from cold to hot equilibrium temp.
rotation rate/thermal inertia constant
time since shadow exff
time since shadow entry
shift parameter to ensure continuity
shift parameter to ensure continuity
angle between surface normal and solar incidence
angle between normal and Sun vectors at shadow entry
angle between normal and Sun vectors at shadow exit
The adjustable parameters are area, emissivity, and all five temperature terms
( a,c,d,f,x).
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